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Gary McKinnon (born 10 February 1966) is a Scottish systems administrator and hacker who ... McKinnon was accused of
hacking into ninety-seven United States military and NASA ... that the Home Secretary must refuse extradition under section 6
of the Human ... "Hacker backer pays £100k to prevent McKinnon US trial".. The hope that this would help McKinnon's case
was short-lived, however. ... of the British government's Home Office stated that the extradition of McKinnon ... and determine
if extradition was really justified, or if McKinnon should be tried for his ... action and save McKinnon from extradition to the
United States to face trial, and .... McKinnon could face 60 years or more in prison if convicted in the US. ... Since 2004, of are
far from trivial” and said McKinnon “should be tried fairly for ... The Home Secretary also denied that extradition law was
wrong, arguing that it was 46 people have been sent from the UK to the for trial, and 27 from the US to Britain.. The Prime
Minister himself has acknowledged the difficulties surrounding the ... the decision and went on to say Gary McKinnon is a
vulnerable young man and I see no ... him thousands of miles away from his home and loved ones to face trial. ... is a clear
argument to be made that he should answer them in a British court.. 'I'm very pleased Gary's not going to have to go through
another long term of trauma. ... In a statement, Starmer said: “The potential difficulties in bringing a case in ... the US to
London for trial, the participation of US government witnesses in the trial ... It added: “Notwithstanding the Home Secretary's
decision in the McKinnon .... Home Secretary Theresa May said McKinnon was accused of ... will now look at whether
McKinnon should face trial in a UK court, May said.. Home Secretary Alan Johnson has said computer hacker Gary McKinnon
must face trial in the US. ... Syndrome sufferer could commit suicide if imprisoned in the US, where he faces charges of
hacking into NASA and Pentagon computers.. The home secretary told MPs there was no doubt Mr McKinnon was "seriously
ill" and ... Keir Starmer QC, to decide whether he should face trial in the UK. ... US extradition expert Douglas McNabb said
the US Attorney's Office .... Home Secretary Theresa May then announced to the House of Commons that the extradition had
been blocked, saying that 'Mr McKinnon's extradition ... would determine whether McKinnon should face trial before a British
court.76 On 14 ... the evidence was in the United States.77 This case has been highly controversial .... into force making it easier
for the US authorities to extradite McKinnon. ... He unsuccessfully challenged the Home Secretary's decision to issue an ... that
the extradition had been blocked, saying that 'Mr McKinnon's extradition would give ... would determine whether McKinnon
should face trial before a British court.76 On 14 .... Home Secretary has defended his refusal to halt Gary McKinnon's
extradition to the US to stand trial for hacking government computers. McKinnon's supporters .... Home secretary Alan Johnson
has said the US is the proper place for self-confessed hacker Gary McKinnon to be tried, scotching any further hopes that the..
Gary has been charged with hacking into US Pentagon and NASA ... British soil – a British judge should decide if he should
face justice here in the UK. ... And in July 2009 Prime Minister David Cameron said: “Gary McKinnon is a ... him thousands of
miles away from his home and loved ones to face trial …. Computer hacker Gary McKinnon looks set to face trial in the US
after Home Secretary Alan Johnson said there were no grounds to prevent his extradition.. She said it was now for the Director
of Public Prosecutions, Keir Starmer QC, to decide whether Mr McKinnon should face trial in the UK.. Hacker describes his
sense of liberation after the home secretary ... hacker whose extradition to the US was blocked by the home secretary says he ...
and prior home secretaries that he should face trial in the United States.. Computer hacker Gary McKinnon looks set to face
trial in the US after Home Secretary Alan Johnson said there were no grounds to prevent his extradition.. Home Secretary says
McKinnon must face US trial. 723 total views, 1 views today. This entry was posted in Uncategorized and tagged Face, .... Gary
McKinnon will face no UK charges over what the U.S. government says is ... two months ago by Home Secretary Theresa May
to block his extradition to the United States to face trial on health grounds. She said then that UK prosecutors must decide if a
new criminal case should be opened in England.. The Truth Behind the Moon Landings, Censored Photos , and The Face on
Mars ... of the British government's Home Office stated that the extradition of McKinnon ... and determine if extradition was
really justified, or if McKinnon should be tried for ... action and save McKinnon from extradition to the United States to face
trial, ... f559db6386
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